
Designed to be a step ahead ®





The home that we desire begins 

with a passion for beauty and for 

things that bestow our lives with 

grace, ease and elegance. 

Unilock is a company with a 

simple premise: to bring comfort, 

style and distinction to the home 

with timeless products of quality.

“When we looked through the Unilock 
catalogue, we immediately saw a project 

we just loved and fit our style.”
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View Chris & Laurie’s patio story and other testimonials at  
www.youtube.com/user/PavingstoneExpert#p/u/6/LBX-HtZK4IA

Chris & Laurie

Pavers: Richcliff® (Dawn Mist) with Il Campo® (Dark Charcoal-special order) accents.
Walls: Estate Wall® (Sierra) with Il Campo® (Dark Charcoal-special order) accents.

Steps: Brussels Fullnose™ (Sandstone).



For more than 35 years, we’ve built our family business on 
relationships. We’re always inspired by our customers’ creativity 
and we’re passionate about providing the very best for them. It’s 
through their expert design and installation that our products 
come alive with creativity and design. Architects, designers and 
craftsmen work hard to create incredible outdoor spaces with our 
Unilock Select™ collection of next-generation designer pavers, 
taking their designs to a whole new level. 

We’re committed to investing in the future and will continue to 
lead the landscape industry in innovation and quality. If you’re 
planning your landscape, you’ll be inspired about what you see in 
this design catalog.

Ed Bryant, Founder
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A PASSION  
FOR INNOVATION



Unilock was the first concrete paver manufacturer in North America 
to offer a Lifetime Guarantee, and we have continued to back it up 
to make sure you’re completely satisfied with our product. That’s 
quite the commitment since we have over 10 billion stones on the 
ground! We can do this because our product is better and stronger. 

In fact, our internal standards of manufacturing far exceed industry 
standards set by ASTM, CSA and European organizations.
Our Lifetime Guarantee has been a part of our commitment for 
the past 35 years. We stand behind every stone we make - just 
ask our customers.

Unilock® provides a Transferable Lifetime Guarantee* on the 
structural integrity of our paving stones, slabs and retaining wall 
units to the original purchaser of the product for residential use. 
Any materials installed and maintained to our guidelines, and 

subject to normal wear, that prove defective, will be replaced 
without cost. Color matching cannot be guaranteed and 
replacement labor is not included. Proof of purchase is required.

*Transferable Lifetime Guarantee
Register your project within 60 days of your dated proof of purchase to ensure your Unilock Guarantee is fully transferable! Simply 
go online at unilock.com and follow instructions. Once processed, you will receive an original Transferable Warranty Certificate 
for your records.

Our COmmiTmenT

Our WarranTy
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LIFETIME GUARANTEE
A PASSION  
FOR INNOVATION
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Unilock has been at the forefront of introducing new hardscape products for more than 35 years. We are committed to providing the most 
innovative designs and engineered paver technologies available. Only with Unilock are you able to create signature masterpieces that 
will turn ordinary driveways, patios and outdoor living areas into stunning outdoor spaces where you can spend quality time with family 
and friends. You’ll also have the piece of mind that your Unilock product is backed by our Transferable Lifetime Guarantee.*

DESIGNED TO BE A STEP AHEAD®

page 8

       When it comes 
to design, our

customers consider
Unilock to be the
industry’s premier

source for  
product innovation 

and creative
hardscape solutions.

page 34

Uvision™ from Unilock 
is our new product 

sample system which 
will help you envision 

your Unilock project  
by allowing you to  

compare color,  
texture and actual  

scale with ease.

page 36

 The final touch in  
your Unilock project 

lies in the unique  
border and accent  

designs that  
complement your 

home’s exterior.  
With Unilock Select 

products, your design 
options are limitless.

page 43

Unilock Select  
products are the most 

technologically advanced 
pavers in the industry.  
The incredibly unique  
appearance, coupled  

with superior wear  
performance, puts these  

products in a league  
of their own. 



TumBLeD 
anD CLaSSiC

VerTiCaL  
DimenSiOnS

PermeaBLe
PaVerS
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page 63

When it comes to  
durability and design, 

our tumbled and  
classic pavers have 

stood the test of time 
and are used in almost 

every type of paver 
installation you  

can imagine. 

page 89

Unilock pioneered  
the concept of seat 

walls, pillars,  
fireplaces and grill 

islands. These  
vertical elements add 

the third dimension 
to create your  

ultimate outdoor  
living space.

page 83

Unilock was the 
first company to  

introduce the  
concept of concrete  
permeable pavers in 

North America for 
commercial use, and 

now we are  
extending this  

best-practice for  
residential properties.

page 100

Unilock fireplaces are 
pre-built to exact 

standards and will 
add functional beauty 

 to your outdoor retreat. 
 And because they are 

 premade, you’ll be able 
 to enjoy them sooner 

than you might expect.

uniLOCK
FirePLaCeS



Creative Design

Entrances

Patios

Driveways

Outdoor Kitchens

Walkways

Pool Decks
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PHOTOS: Stonehenge® (Coffee Creek) with Courtstone®, Copthorne® 
and Umbriano® accents.

When it comes to design, our customers consider Unilock to 
be the industry’s premier source for innovative products, and 

they look to us for creative hardscape solutions.  
Our next-generation collection of paving stones and retaining 

walls have given this country’s best designers and installers 
the tools to create landscapes that go beyond what was even 

thought possible. Explore and be inspired!
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Pavers: Umbriano® (Autumn Sunset) with Brussels Block® (Sandstone)
and Copthorne® (3 colors blended on site) accents.

Fireplace and Wall: Brussels Dimensional System™ (Sandstone)
with Copthorne® (3 colors blended on site) accents.
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1. Brussels Block® (Sandstone / Limestone blend - blended on site) with Courtstone® (Belgian Blue) accents.

2. Umbriano® (Autumn Sunset) with Il Campo® accents. 

3. Courtstone® (Pebble Taupe / Dawn Mist - blended on site) with Richcliff® (Pebble Taupe / Dawn Mist - blended on site)
 and Courtstone® (Basalt) accents. 
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1. Pavers: Rivenstone™ (Canyon) with Copthorne® accents. Walls: Brussels Dimensional System™ (Sierra) with Copthorne® accents.

2. Copthorne® (3 colors blended on site). 

3. Avante Ashlar™ (Almond Grove) with Copthorne® (3 colors blended on site) accents.

2
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1. Brussels Block® (Sierra) with Granite Stone™ (Rose) accents.
 
2. Stonehenge® (Coffee Creek) with Courtstone®, Copthorne® and Umbriano® accents.
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1. Richcliff® (Pebble Taupe / Dawn Mist - blended on site) with Courtstone® (Belgian Blue) and Copthorne®

 (Old Oak) accents.

2. Pavers: Brussels Block® (Coffee Creek). Outdoor kitchen and seat walls: Brussels Dimensional System™ (Sandstone) 
 with Copthorne® accents.

3.  Il Campo® (Coffee Creek) with Brussels Block® (Sandstone) and Umbriano® (Autumn Sunset) accents.
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1. Richcliff® (Dawn Mist / Pebble Taupe - blended on site).

2. Copthorne® (3 colors blended on site) with Brussels Block® (Sandstone) accents.
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1. Pavers: Umbriano® (Winter Marvel) with Umbriano® (Midnight Sky) accents. Steps: SienaStone® (Granite) coping.

2. Il Campo® (Coffee Creek) with Brussels Block® (Sandstone) accents. 

3. Pavers: Copthorne® (3 colors blended on site). Walls: Brussels Dimensional System™ (Coffee Creek) with
    Copthorne® (3 colors blended on site) accents and Ledgestone™ (Buff) coping. 

1

2
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1. Courtstone® (Basalt).

2. Brussels Block® (Sandstone) with Granite Stone™ and Series 3000® accents.
    Pool Coping: Brussels Fullnose™ (Sandstone).
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Pavers: Copthorne® (3 colors blended on site) with Brussels Block ® accents.
Walls: Brussels Dimensional System™ (Coffee Creek) with Copthorne® and Brussels Fullnose™ accents.
Elements: Tuscany fireplace.
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1. Copthorne® (3 colors blended on site) with Brussels Block® accents.

2. Pavers: Umbriano® (Autumn Sunset) with Brussels Block® and Copthorne® accents.  
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1. Richcliff® (Pebble Taupe / Dawn Mist - blended on site) with Courtstone® (Basalt) accents and Ledgestone™ step treads.

2. Pavers: Umbriano® (Autumn Sunset) with Brussels Block® (Sandstone) and Copthorne® (Burgundy Red) accents.
    Seat wall: Brussels Dimensional System™ (Sandstone), with Brussels Fullnose™ (Sandstone) and Copthorne® (Burgundy Red) accents.
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1. Pavers: Copthorne® (3 colors blended on site) with Brussels Block® (Sandstone) accents. 
    Walls and Pillars: Brussels Dimensional System™ (Coffee Creek) with Copthorne® accents.

2. Pavers: Brussels Block® (Sandstone) with Il Campo® (Heritage Brown) accents. 
    Walls: Brussels Dimensional System™ (Coffee Creek) with Il Campo® (Heritage Brown) accents.

3. Pavers: Brussels Block® (Sierra) with Granite Stone™ (Rose) and Brussels Block® (Sandstone) accents. 
    Walls: Brussels Dimensional System™ (Coffee Creek). Fireplace: Roman Wall® (Nevada).
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1. Courtstone® (Basalt \ Belgian Blue).

2. Pavers: Brussels Block® (Sandstone) with Series 3000®  and Granite Stone™ accents.
 Kitchen: Brussels Dimensional System™ (Sandstone) with Series 3000® and Granite™ Stone accents.

3. Copthorne® (3 colors blended on site).

1

2
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Imagine. Design. Create

Imagine the endless possibilities  
with the Uvision™ Architectural Color Selection System

Uvision™ from Unilock is our new product sample system that will help you envision your 
Unilock project by allowing you to compare color, texture and actual scale with ease.

Visit www.unilock.com/DesignCenter/Uvision and imagine the many hardscape 
design possibilities!

DESIGN

IMAGINE

CREATE

With Uvision™ from Unilock, you can 
easily match and coordinate styles, 
colors and textures. Check out Uvision™

online too! There, you can simply drag 
and drop various borders, accents and 
color swatches and design your own 
unique combination.

Take time to explore all your design 
options with a qualified Unilock 
contractor who will help you define 
a true vision of the final appearance 
and functionality.

Once you have selected your desired 
Unilock products and colors, you can 
create the final design and have your 
project installed with the assurance of 
a well-planned design.



Sample swatch sheets measure 25” x 22” and are printed to scale so you can accurately plan your projects. 
Uvision™ sheets can be purchased online at www.unilock.com.

Say “good-bye” to ordinary and bland design and bring on Uvision! Uvision will help you plan and design the most 
unique project possible for your home. You’ll be able to compare textures, colors and scale easily whether you’re  
designing a driveway, patio, pool deck or front entrance. Uvision eliminates the guesswork and allows you to plan your 
project outside on the driveway or inside in the comfort of your living room. Get Uvision today! 
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Accents - Pavers
Only Unilock has products that allow you to create a signature 
design. Our full complement of exclusive next-generation 
pavers transcends the ordinary and gives you a palette of 
unique textures, colors and styles that complement your home’s 

Skyfuel™ and NighTec® are two new subtle accent lighting 
products that will define and delineate your driveway, pool 
deck, or even a walkway. No wiring, batteries or charging 
required! Skyfuel Solar LED lights are core-drilled into the paver 
surface or wall face and are totally encapsulated into a durable 
weather-proof unit. NighTec photoluminescent pavers glow  
from absorbed sunlight during the day and can be installed 
directly into your driveway, pool deck or walkway. 

exterior and color scheme. Here are some ideas and suggestions 
to get you started. Try out our Uvision™ application tool at www.
unilock.com.

Skyfuel™ unit Skyfuel™ unit (solar charged) 
placed into a paving stone.

NighTec® paver during daytime. NighTec® paver during nighttime.

SKYFUEL™ AND NIGHTEC®
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1. Avante Ashlar™ (Almond Grove) with Series 3000® (Black
 Granite) accents. 
2. Brussels Block® (Sandstone) with Il Campo® (Heritage Brown) accents.
2. Brussels Block® (Sierra) with Courtstone® (Basalt) accents.
4. Brussels Block® (Sandstone) with Granite Stone™ (Rose) accents.

5. Richcliff™ (Pebble Taupe / Dawn Mist - blended on site) with
 Courtstone® (Basalt) accents.
6. Umbriano® (Autumn Sunset) with Courtstone® (Basalt) accents.
7. Umbriano® (Winter Marvel) with Umbriano® (Midnight Sky) accents.
8. Copthorne® (3 colors blended on site) with Courtstone®

 (Basalt / Belgian Blue - blended on site) accents.

1

3

5

7

2

4

6

8



Accents - Walls
Unilock set the trend of incorporating borders and accents into 
paver patios, driveways and walkways. Now, with Unilock 
Select™, you can even go a step further in your design by 

incorporating those same beautiful accents into Unilock walls, 
pillars and many other vertical applications for that complete 
designer look. 
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1

3

5

7

2

4

6
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1. Brussels Dimensional System™ (Sandstone) with Ledgestone™ coping
 (Buff) and Granite Stone™ (Slate) accents. 
2. Estate Wall® (Sierra) with Ledgestone™ coping (Buff) and Il Campo® 
 (Heritage Brown) accents.
3. Brussels Dimensional System™ (Sandstone) with Brussels Fullnose™

coping (Sandstone) and Copthorne® (3 colors blended
 on site) accents.
4. Concord Wall™ (Nevada) with Brussels Fullnose™ coping (Sandstone)
 and Series 3000® (Black Granite) accents.

5. Brussels Dimensional System™ (Limestone) with Brussels Fullnose™

coping (Sandstone) and Copthorne® (3 colors blended
 on site) accents.
6. Estate Wall® (Sierra) with Ledgestone™ coping (Buff) and Granite
 Stone™ (Rose) accents.
7. Brussels Dimensional System™ (Limestone) with Ledgestone™ coping
 (Buff) and Series 3000® accents.
8. Brussels Dimensional System™ (Limestone) with Brussels Fullnose™

coping (Sandstone) and Umbriano® (Winter Marvel) accents.



When you care enough  

to build with the very best.



PHOTO: Richcliff® (Pebble Taupe / Dawn Mist - blended on site) with Brussels Fullnose™ coping and Copthorne® accents.

Unilock Select™ defines a unique set of products from Unilock that have changed the way people think about paving stones.
Ordinary pavers are becoming a thing of the past. On the following pages, you will be introduced to each of the Unilock 
Select products and their exclusive features. You’ll see words like Ultima™, StayClean™, HD Brilliance™, ColorFusion™ and 
TitanTec™ - performance and aesthetic technologies exclusive to Unilock. Design your dream project with Unilock Select.

BENEFITS OF UNILOCK PRODUCTS
Unaffected by frost • Resistant to de-icing salt • Slip resistant • Strength unaffected by gasoline and oil • Colorfast pigments

SETTING A NEW BENCHMARK IN CONCRETE PAVER DESIGN

Unilock Select™
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PHOTO: 
Pavers: Copthorne® (3 colors blended on site) with
Brussels Block® (Sandstone) accents.
Walls: Brussels Dimensional System™ (Coffee Creek) with
Copthorne® (3 colors blended on site) accents.
Steps: Brussels Fullnose™ (Sandstone) accents.
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UNILOCK SELECT™

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Below is a legend that describes the various features that 
make Unilock Select the most advanced pavers available. 

Note: Not all features apply to all products. Refer to specific 
product pages for Select features.

TitanTec™ Surfacing Technology
This revolutionary surface technology creates  
ceramic-like impenetrable stain-resistant surface.

T

StayClean™ Stain Resistance Technology
A virtually impenetrable stain resistant shield that 
prevents the saturation of dirt, grease and oils.

S

Ultima™ Concrete Technology
A specialized, proprietary manufacturing process 
creates paving stones up to four times the strength 
of traditional poured concrete.

U

Non-slip Surfacing
Great for pools and driveways. These products have 
extra skid and slip-resistant surfaces.

N

ZeroBevel™ Edge
Pavers are designed with no visible chamfer, giving 
a sleek contemporary design.

Z

ColorFusion™ Technology
A proprietary coloring process that randomly  
disperses specialized color particles to create 
unique, bold, vibrant colors.

C

AutoAlign™ System
Meticulously engineered base to help ensure proper  
installation and alignment accuracy.

A

Reala™ Surface Design
Ultra-realistic textures cast from actual natural 
stones, bricks and cobblestones.

R

HD Brilliance™

Exclusive to Belpasso®, HD Brilliance™ ensures 
incredible color vibrancy and retention.

H

NatColor™

Proprietary manufacturing techniques leverage 
lifetime beauty inherent to naturally occurring 
colored aggregates, delivering a product with 
superior colorfastness and wear performance.

NC

UltimaColor™ 
Utilizes one of nature’s most durable minerals 
to lock in steadfast color by utilizing the best in 
wear protection.

UC
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Bring a sense of old-world Europe to your design with 
Courtstone®, the ideal driveway and accent stone. Courtstone 
is manufactured with Ultima™ Concrete Technology, creating a 

paver with superior strength. The AutoAlign™ feature also ensures 
an accurate installation while maintaining a random appearance.

COLORS*

BELGIAN BLUE BASALT / BELGIAN BLUE
BLENDED ON SITE

BASALT

PEBBLE TAUPE DAWN MIST PEBBLE TAUPE / DAWN MIST
BLENDED ON SITE

PHOTO: Basalt.

LAYING PATTERNS

16% Square, 18% Small Rectangle, 19% Rectangle,  
22% Large Rectangle, 25% XL Rectangle

SQUARE
51⁄8” x 51⁄8” x 23⁄8” 
(13cm x 13cm x 6cm) 

SMALL RECTANGLE
51⁄8” x 5¾” x 23⁄8” 
(13cm x 14.5cm x 6cm)

RECTANGLE
51⁄8” x 6½” x 23⁄8” 
(13cm x 16.5cm x 6cm)

LARGE RECTANGLE
51⁄8” x 7¼” x 23⁄8” 
(13cm x 18.5cm x 6cm)

XL RECTANGLE  
51⁄8” x 83⁄8” x 23⁄8” 
(13cm x 21.5cm x 6cm)

Patterns may not necessarily reflect bundle configurations. 

RANDOM BUNDLE

Courtstone®
The ultimate in color and wear performance. Unilock’s unmatched 

years of experience in the development of proprietary technologies 

leverage nature’s inherent strength and enduring beauty.
U N A R UC
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With Copthorne®, you can create a street paver look reminiscent 
of the brick pavers used in old European cities, towns and villages. 
Crafted using a special forming process, each piece is uniquely 

altered, yet the dimensions are consistent for easy, efficient 
installation. The result is a realistic look with the long-lasting 
durability of concrete. Made with Ultima™ Concrete Technology.

COLORS*

PHOTO: 3 colors blended on site with Brussels Block® (Sandstone) accents.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

LAYING PATTERNS

Patterns may not necessarily reflect bundle configurations. More patterns available at: www.unilock.com

B - 100% StandardA - 100% Standard    A - 100% Standard    B - 100% Standard C - 100% Standard D - 100% Standard

STANDARD  
2½”x 77⁄8”x 23⁄8” 
(6.5cm x 20cm x 6cm)

BURNT CLAY

OLD OAK

BURGUNDY RED

3 COLOR BLEND
BLENDED ON SITE

OLD OAK 3 COLOR BLEND

Copthorne®
The ultimate in color and wear performance. Unilock’s unmatched 

years of experience in the development of proprietary technologies 

leverage nature’s inherent strength and enduring beauty.
U N A R UC
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Richcliff® has a realistic embossed surface texture, which is 
cast from hundreds of natural stone surface textures to ensure 
a random natural appearance. Richcliff is up to four times 

stronger than ordinary poured concrete, making it an ideal 
choice for driveways or around pools where natural stone is not 
suitable for vehicular traffic or de-icing salts.

PHOTO: Pebble Taupe / Dawn Mist (blended on site) with Courtstone® (Basalt) accents.

LAYING PATTERNS

B - 100% Random bundle D - 100% Random bundleA - 100% Random bundle C - 100% Random bundleA - 100% Random bundle C - 100% Random bundleB - 100% Random bundle D - 100% Random bundle

LARGE RECTANGLE 
12” x 9” x 23 ⁄8” 
(30cm x 22.6cm x 6cm)

SQUARE 
9” x 9” x 23 ⁄8”  
(22.6cm x 22.6cm x 6cm)

SMALL RECTANGLE 
6” x 9” x 23 ⁄8” 
(15cm x 22.6cm x 6cm)

51

COLORS*

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Patterns may not necessarily reflect bundle configurations. More patterns available at: www.unilock.com

DAWN MIST

PEBBLE TAUPE / DAWN MIST
BLENDED ON SITE

PEBBLE TAUPE

RANDOM BUNDLE

Richcliff®
The ultimate in color and wear performance. Unilock’s unmatched 

years of experience in the development of proprietary technologies 

leverage nature’s inherent strength and enduring beauty.
U N A R UC
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The random dispersing of color and granite particles creates the 
beauty of Umbriano’s unique mottled surface resembling the 
appearance of natural granite. Umbriano, with ColorFusion™ and 

other superior features, make it an ideal selection for driveways, 
pool decks, patios, commercial plazas and offices. 

COLORS*

PHOTO: Winter Marvel with Midnight Sky accents.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

LAYING PATTERNS

B - 67% 16” x 16”, 22% 8” x 16”, 
11% 8” x 8”

A - 57% 16” x 16”, 29% 8” x 16”, 
14% 8” x 8”
A - 57% 16” x 16”, 29% 8” x 16”, B - 67% 16” x 16”, 22% 8” x 16”, E - 33% 24” x 24”, 33% 12” x 24”, 

15% 16” x 16”, 15% 8” x 16”,  
4% 8” x 8”

C - 54% 16” x 16”, 37% 8” x 16”,  
9% 8” x 8”

MIDNIGHT SKY

WINTER MARVEL

AUTUMN SUNSET

SUMMER WHEAT

24” x 24” x 2¾” 
(60cm x 60cm x 7cm)
SPECIAL ORDER

16” x 16” x 2¾” 
(40cm x 40cm x 7cm)

12” x 24” x 2¾”  
(30cm x 60cm x 7cm)
SPECIAL ORDER

8” x 8” x 2¾” 
(20cm x 20cm x 7cm)

8” x 16” x 2¾” 
(20cm x 40cm x 7cm)

Patterns may not necessarily reflect bundle configurations. More patterns available at: www.unilock.com

Umbriano®
ZN C

The ultimate in color and wear performance. Unilock’s unmatched 

years of experience in the development of proprietary technologies 

leverage nature’s inherent strength and enduring beauty.
UCS
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Belpasso® with its TitanTec™ Surface Technology (a virtually 
impenetrable stain-proof surface) and HD Brilliance™ color, is 
making its mark both in the commercial and residential hardscape 

markets. Belpasso is the first paver of its kind and outperforms 
all other concrete paver surfaces. Belpasso also has received the 
“red dot” award for high design quality and innovation.

COLORS*

CASTANONUVOLA

PHOTO: Nuvola with Umbriano® (Winter Marvel) accents.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

LAYING PATTERNS

RECTANGLE 
8” x 16” x 2¾” 
(20cm x 40cm x 7cm)

SQUARE 
8” x 8” x 2¾”  
(20cm x 20cm x 7cm)

Patterns may not necessarily reflect bundle configurations. More patterns available at: www.unilock.com

B - 66% Rectangle, 34% SquareA - 66% Rectangle, 34% SquareA - 66% Rectangle, 34% Square B - 66% Rectangle, 34% Square G - 66% Rectangle, 34% SquareF - 100% Rectangle

Belpasso®
T S N H

The ultimate in color and wear performance. Unilock’s unmatched 

years of experience in the development of proprietary technologies 

leverage nature’s inherent strength and enduring beauty.
UC

www.registration.pd.red-dot.de

Z
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

57

COLORS*

HERITAGE BROWNCOFFEE CREEK

Produced by a specialized manufacturing process, Il Campo® 
features etched irregular lines across each paver. It’s a richly 
detailed look that’s striking and inviting at the same time and 
unlike any other paver on the market. Available in a variety 

of rich colors and dimensionally compatible units, Il Campo 
gives you the ability to create an almost unlimited variety of 
geometric and random patterned designs. Exclusive to Unilock.

PHOTO: Coffee Creek with fireplace constructed from Brussels Dimensional System™, Brussels Fullnose™ and Granite Stone™.

LAYING PATTERNS

E - 100% 12” x 12”E - 100% 12” x 12” H - 60% 6” x 8”, 10% 4” x 6”, 
30% 6” x 6”
H - 60% 6” x 8”, 10% 4” x 6”,F - 25% 4” x 12”, 75% 12” x 12” I - 11% 4” x 12”, 33% 12” x 12”, 

33% 6” x 8”, 6% 4” x 6”, 17% 
6” x 6”

Patterns may not necessarily reflect bundle configurations. More patterns available at: www.unilock.com

12” x 12” x 2¾” 
(30cm x 30cm x 7cm)

4  ” x 12” x 2¾” 
(15cm x 30cm x 7cm)

6” x 6” x 2¾”  
(15cm x 15cm x 7cm)

4” x 8” x 2¾”  
(10cm x 20cm x 7cm)

4” x 6” x 2¾”  
(10cm x 15cm x 7cm)

6” x 8” x 2¾”  
(15cm x 20cm x 7cm)

RANDOM BUNDLE

Il Campo®
NCZN

The ultimate in color and wear performance. Unilock’s unmatched 

years of experience in the development of proprietary technologies 

leverage nature’s inherent strength and enduring beauty.
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Rivenstone™ is certain to set your installation apart by giving it 
a classic, elegant appearance. Available in two nature-inspired 
shades, Rivenstone combines the durability of concrete with the 

character and flexibility of natural stone. It’s an ideal choice for 
those looking to add enduring quality and timeless appeal to 
courtyards, pool areas, terraces, walkways and patios.

COLORS*

CANYONBLUESTONE

PHOTO: Bluestone.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

LAYING PATTERNS

E - 37% 18” x 24”, 27% 18” x 18”, 
24% 12” x 24”, 12% 12” x 12”

A - 45% 24” x 24”, 33% 18” x 24”, 
22% 12” x 24”

G - 44% 18” x 24”, 28% 12” x 24”, 
28% 12” x 12”

H - 13% 12” x 12”, 13% 12” x 24”, 
29% 18” x 18”, 19% 18” x 24”, 
26% 24” x 24”

Rivenstone™

24” x 24” x 1¾”  
(60cm x 60cm x 4.5cm)

12” x 24” x 1¾” 
(30cm x 60cm x 4.5cm)

12” x 12” x 1¾” 
(30cm x 30cm x 4.5cm)

18” x 24” x 1¾”  
(45cm x 60cm x 4.5cm)

18” x 18” x 1¾” 
(45cm x 45cm x 4.5cm)
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A - 45% 24” x 24”, 33% 18” x 24”, E - 37% 18” x 24”, 27% 18” x 18”, G - 44% 18” x 24”, 28% 12” x 24”, H - 13% 12” x 12”, 13% 12” x 24”, 

Patterns may not necessarily reflect bundle configurations. More patterns available at: www.unilock.com

NR
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS*

PHOTO: Renaissance with Granite Stone™ (Rose) accents.

Series 3000®, a sophisticated paver with a high-performance 
surface, is made from a combination of granite and quartz 
particles. These brilliant speckles of color will remain 100% 

colorfast and will not fade or wear off.    3000 is perfect for 
residential or commercial driveways, walkways, patios and 
more and is available only from Unilock.

LAYING PATTERNS

12” x 12” x 2¾” 
(30cm x 30cm x 7cm)

6” x 6” x 2¾” 
(15cm x 15cm x 7cm)

6” x 12” x 2¾” 
(15cm x 30cm x 7cm)

ICE GREY

BLACK GRANITE

CRYSTAL ROSE

RENAISSANCE

MOCHA BROWN

G - 67% 12” x 12”, 11% 6” x 6”, 
22% 6” x 12”

F - 57% 12” x 12”, 14% 6” x 6”, 
29% 6” x 12”
F - 57% 12” x 12”, 14% 6” x 6”, G - 67% 12” x 12”, 11% 6” x 6”, K - 50% 12” x 12”, 50% 6” x 12”E - 67% 6” x 12”, 33% 6” x 6”

4” x 8” x 2¾”
(10cm x 20cm x 7cm)
AVAILABLE ONLY IN BLACK GRANITE

Series 3000®
The ultimate in color and wear performance. Unilock’s unmatched 

years of experience in the development of proprietary technologies 

leverage nature’s inherent strength and enduring beauty.
N NC



The ultimate in color and wear performance. Unilock’s unmatched 

years of experience in the development of proprietary technologies 

leverage nature’s inherent strength and enduring beauty.

BLACK ROSEBLACK ROSE SLATE
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LARGE SQUARE 
6” x 6” x 2¾” 
(15cm x 15cm x 7cm)

SMALL RECTANGLE 
4” x 4” x 2¾” 
(10cm x 10cm x 7cm)

The ultimate in color and wear performance. Unilock’s unmatched 

years of experience in the development of proprietary technologies 

leverage nature’s inherent strength and enduring beauty. Granite Stone™
Manufactured using real granite chips, Granite Stone™ gives
you the ability to add the unmistakable majesty and character 
of granite to your design. When it’s split, Granite Stone is 

the closest thing to the look of hand-hewn granite. To create 
a contrasting accent, slice or saw-cut the units to produce a 
smooth, terrazzo-like surface.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS*

City
Park Paver™

City Park Paver™ is a traditional urban paver shape. It is 
available in the contemporary face of Umbriano®. This new 
paver shape is a class-act no matter what the application, 

residential or commercial. The Umbriano surface gives you the 
added assurance of superior stain-resistance and color-fastness. 
Alternate Select paver finishes available by special order.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS*

PHOTO: Autumn Sunset.

PHOTO: Rose with Brussels Block® 
(Sandstone) and Il Campo® (Heritage Brown).

AUTUMN SUNSET (Special order) MIDNIGHT SKY (Special order)

STANDARD   
8” x 8” x 2¾” 
(20cm x 20cm x 7cm)
SPECIAL ORDER

View laying patterns for City Park Paver 
at: www.unilock.com.

New

N NC

WINTER MARVEL (Special order)SUMMER WHEAT (Special order) MIDNIGHT SKY (Special order) WINTER MARVEL (Special order)WINTER MARVEL (Special order)MIDNIGHT SKY (Special order)SUMMER WHEAT (Special order)

Umbriano®
details page 53.Finish



A room should start a conversation  

before people actually start 

exchanging words.
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Tumbled and Classic

Unilock introduced the paver to North America more than 35 years ago, and we continue to offer a great selection of tumbled and 
classic pavers. When it comes to durability and design, our tumbled and classic pavers have stood the test of time and are used in 
almost every type of paver installation you can imagine. From residential driveways and patios to parking lots and roadways, these 
pavers are the mainstay of landscaping today. The trend today is to include Unilock Select™ products as accents, borders and insets 
into the classic paver design to create a truly unique signature look.

STANDING THE TEST OF TIME

BENEFITS OF UNILOCK PRODUCTS
Unaffected by frost • Resistant to de-icing salt • Slip resistant • Strength unaffected by gasoline and oil • Colorfast pigments

PHOTO: Stonehenge® (Coffee Creek).



PHOTO: 
Pavers: Stonehenge® (Coffee Creek) with Il Campo® accents.
Walls: Brussels Dimensional System™ (Coffee Creek) with 
Il Campo® accents.
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TERRA COTTA

CHESTNUT BROWN

ALMOND GROVE

NEW YORK BLEND (Special order)

COFFEE CREEK

SANDSTONE

LIMESTONE

SIERRASIERRASANDSTONEALMOND GROVE

TERRA COTTA NEW YORK BLEND (Special order)

COFFEE CREEK LIMESTONECHESTNUT BROWN

Brussels Block®
Introduced by Unilock, Brussels Block® is the original tumbled 
paver of North America. The appeal of Brussels Block is its 
timeless warmth and beauty and relaxed appearance. With its 

antiqued, tumbled finish, it’s a one-of-a-kind paver that reflects 
the design cues of quarried stone. 

COLORS*

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
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PHOTO: Pavers: Brussels Block (Sierra). Wall: Brussels Dimensional System™ (Sierra).

HALF STONE
41⁄8” x 67⁄8” x 2¾” 
(10.4cm x 17.4cm x 7cm)

FULLNOSE
6” x 12” x 2¾” 
(15cm x 30cm x 7cm)

STANDARD STONE
67⁄8” x 8¼” x 2¾” 
(17.4cm x 20.8cm x 7cm)

XL STONE  
8¼” x 13¾” x 2¾” 
(20.8cm x 34.8cm x 7cm)

View laying patterns for Brussels Block on page 87.

SMALL WEDGE
3” x 6” x 2¾” 
(7.5cm x 15cm x 7cm)

CENTER STONE
3” x 6” x 2¾” 
(7.5cm x 15cm x 7cm)

LARGE WEDGE
6” x 6” x 2¾” 
(15cm x 15cm x 7cm)

RECTANGLE  
4½” x 6” x 2¾” 
(11.5cm x 15.2cm x 7cm)

CIRCLE BUNDLE
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GRANITE (Circle bundle available in 
Limestone / Granite)

SIERRA

COFFEE CREEK TERRA COTTA

NEVADANEVADA

GRANITE (Circle bundle available in 

Stonehenge®
The day after your Stonehenge® patio is installed, it will look 
like it has been there for years. That’s the beauty of the aged, 
weathered appearance of Stonehenge. Inviting and natural, 

Stonehenge features three unit sizes, allowing you to create a 
random or a fixed pattern that’s simple and pleasing to the eye.

PHOTO: Coffee Creek with Series 3000® (Black Granite) accents.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

LAYING PATTERNS

G - 52% Large Square, 29% 
Rectangle, 14% Small Square

B - 50% Large Square, 50% RectangleB - 50% Large Square, 50% Rectangle G - 52% Large Square, 29% F - 67% Large Square, 22% Rectangle, 
11% Small Square

D - 54% Large Square, 37% Rectangle, 
9% Small Square

SMALL SQUARE
6” x 6” x 2¾” 
(15cm x 15cm x 7cm)

RECTANGLE
6” x 12” x 2¾” 
(15cm x 30cm x 7cm)

LARGE SQUARE  
12” x 12” x 2¾” 
(30cm x 30cm x 7cm)
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Patterns may not necessarily reflect bundle configurations. More patterns available at: www.unilock.com

COLORS*

SMALL WEDGE
3” x 6” x 2¾” 
(7.5cm x 15cm x 7cm)

CENTER STONE
3” x 6” x 2¾” 
(7.5cm x 15cm x 7cm)

LARGE WEDGE
6” x 6” x 2¾” 
(15cm x 15cm x 7cm)

RECTANGLE  
4½” x 6” x 2¾” 
(11.5cm x 15.2cm x 7cm)

CIRCLE BUNDLE
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
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PHOTO: Almond Grove with Copthorne® (3 colors blended on site) and Granite Stone™ (Black) accents. 

Avante Ashlar™, another innovative introduction by Unilock, 
features a unique ashlar design with a random appearance. Each 
Avante Ashlar stone unit incorporates several random shapes with 

varying textures into one module, giving you a unique natural 
stone appearance. The exclusive “L” shaped design promotes 
installation accuracy and lock-up integrity.

Avante Ashlar™

38% Unit A, 25% Unit B, 
12% Unit C, 25% Unit D

ALMOND GROVE HERITAGE BROWN

COLORS*

LAYING PATTERN

UNIT C  
11½” x 19” x 2¾” 
(29cm x 48.5cm x 7cm)

UNIT D  
11½” x 19” x 2¾” 
(29cm x 48.5cm x 7cm)

UNIT B  
11½” x 19” x 2¾” 
(29cm x 48.5cm x 7cm)

UNIT A  
11½” x 19” x 2¾” 
(29cm x 48.5cm x 7cm)

RANDOM BUNDLE

Pattern may not necessarily reflect bundle configurations. More patterns available at: www.unilock.com.

Outstanding color wear performance resulting from the use of 

exclusive manufacturing techniques using proprietary formulations.



The beauty and timeless appearance of Trevia™ was inspired by 
the natural flagstone created by millenniums of seismic activity 
and geological rock formation. Trevia’s advantage over natural 
stone lies in its beauty, strength, and consistency. Since there 

are only two unit sizes, installation is quick and uncomplicated. 
The surface appearance has been altered over six units to 
provide a natural looking surface design and to minimize 
pattern repetition.

Trevia™

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS*

UNIT B
13” x 15¾” x 2¾” 
(33cm x 40cm x 7cm)

PHOTO: Almond Grove.

ALMOND GROVE

UNIT A
15” x 21½” x 2¾” 
(38cm x 55cm x 7cm)

New

72

NEW YORK BLEND

RANDOM BUNDLE

There are four false
joint patterns for Trevia
A and B

Easy to lay running bond pattern.
100% Standard

LAYING PATTERN

ALMOND GROVE NEW YORK BLEND

Outstanding color wear performance resulting from the use of 

exclusive manufacturing techniques using proprietary formulations.
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Beacon Hill Flagstone™ has a very natural appearance and is 
ideal for almost any landscape project you can imagine. Its soft 
blended colors and subtle surface design gives Beacon Hill 

Flagstone that relaxed historic look and feel. Available in three 
sizes for a random appearance.

Beacon Hill 
Flagstone™

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS*

SQUARE
14” x 14” x 23⁄8” 
(36cm x 36cm x 6cm)

PHOTO: Almond Grove.

ALMOND GROVE

LARGE RECTANGLE
21” x 14” x 23⁄8” 
(54cm x 36cm x 6cm)

ALMOND GROVE NEW YORK BLEND

SMALL RECTANGLE
7” x 14” x 23⁄8” 
(18cm x 36cm x 6cm)

RANDOM BUNDLE

New

View laying patterns for Beacon Hill Flagstone on page 87.

Outstanding color wear performance resulting from the use of 

exclusive manufacturing techniques using proprietary formulations.



View laying patterns for Antara on page 87.

LARGE SQUARE  
7½” x 10” x 23 ⁄8” 
(18.5cm x 25cm x 6cm)

LONG RECTANGLE 
5” x 10” x 23 ⁄8” 
(12.5cm x 25cm x 6cm)

MEDIUM RECTANGLE 
5” x 7½” x 23 ⁄8” 
(12.5cm x 18.5cm x 6cm)

SQUARE 
5” x 5” x 23 ⁄8” 
(12.5cm x 12.5cm x 6cm)

SMALL RECTANGLE 
2½” x 5” x 23 ⁄8”
(6.3cm x 12.5cm x 6cm)

BEECHWOOD GRANITECOFFEE CREEK SIERRA
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Step out and step back in time with Mirada®. That’s the 
feeling you’ll get when you incorporate the unique, antiqued  
finish of Mirada in you design. With its five component sizes, 

Mirada gives you the design flexibility to create a variety of 
shapes and patterns.

Mirada™

PHOTO: Coffee Creek.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS*

RANDOM BUNDLE
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View laying patterns for Antara on page 87.

SQUARE   
6” x 6” x 23⁄8” 
(15cm x 15cm x 6cm)

LARGE RECTANGLE  
6” x 9” x 23⁄8” 
(15cm x 22.5cm x 6cm)

PHOTOS: Sierra.

The weathered look of Antara® gives it a rustic charm that 
immediately creates a relaxed, welcoming feeling to the exterior 
of any home. The small surface indentations create a unique 

“look and feel”, and the two dimensionally compatible sizes 
allow for design flexibility and a random appearance.

Antara®

BEECHWOOD GRANITECOFFEE CREEK SIERRA

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS*

SMALL WEDGE
3” x 6” x 23⁄8” 
(7.5cm x 15cm x 6cm)

CENTER STONE
3” x 6” x 23⁄8” 
(7.5cm x 15cm x 6cm)

LARGE WEDGE
6” x 6” x 23⁄8” 
(15cm x 15cm x 6cm)

RECTANGLE  
4½” x 6” x 23⁄8” 
(11.5cm x 15.2cm x 6cm)

CIRCLE BUNDLE
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Cassova®
With its graceful simplicity and weathered, dimpled surface, 
Cassova® works beautifully whether laid in a herringbone, 
basket-weave, running-bond or stacked-bond pattern.  It also 

makes a wonderful complementary paver, when used as a  
soldier course or accent paver.

View laying patterns for Cassova on page 87.

8½” x 4¼” x 23 ⁄8”  
(21.8cm x 10.8cm x 6cm)

PHOTO: Granite.

BEECHWOOD GRANITECOFFEE CREEK SIERRA

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS*
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LaRoca™
Design interest is achieved when the paver pattern is random.  
With LaRoca™ each shape has one common dimension and 

one uncommon dimension.  As a result, LaRoca™ can be 
installed in a random linear pattern.

View laying patterns for LaRoca at: www.unilock.com.

MEDIUM RECTANGLE 
65 ⁄8” x 45 ⁄8” x 23 ⁄8” 
(17cm x 13.5cm x 6cm)

SMALL RECTANGLE 
51 ⁄3” x 45 ⁄8” x 23 ⁄8”  
(11.9cm x 13.5cm x 6cm)

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS*

LARGE RECTANGLE 
7¾” x 45 ⁄8” x 23 ⁄8” 
(19.8cm x 13.5cm x 6cm)

LONG RECTANGLE  
9¾” x 45 ⁄8” x 23 ⁄8” 
(23.8cm x 13.5cm x 6cm)

PHOTO: Granite.

BEECHWOOD GRANITECOFFEE CREEK SIERRA

RANDOM BUNDLE
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Camelot™
If you want a cobblestone look with a slight variation, then 
you’ll appreciate Camelot™. Each paver in this multi-paver 
system, is slightly rounder than your typical cobblestone-style 

paver. The result is something reminiscent of cobblestone but 
with a distinctive point of difference.

View additional laying patterns for Camelot on page 87.

6” x 9” x 23 ⁄8”  
(15cm x 22.5cm x 6cm)

6” x 6” x 23 ⁄8”  
15cm x 15cm x 6cm)

PHOTO: Nantucket.

RUSTIC RED TERRA COTTAGRANITE BLEND

COFFEE CREEK NANTUCKET

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS*

CIRCLE BUNDLE AVAILABLE
(Stones not shown)

LAYING PATTERN
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SMALL SQUARE 
6” x 6” x 2¾” 
(15cm x 15cm x 7cm)

Europaver®

RECTANGLE 
6” x 12” x 2¾” 
(15cm x 30cm x 7cm)

LARGE SQUARE   
12” x 12” x 2¾” 
(30cm x 30cm x 7cm)

COFFEE CREEK (Special order) BURNT OAK

An ideal paver for expansive areas, Europaver® is a classic 
large-format paver ideal for both residential and commercial 

applications. Available in sophisticated color choices, Europaver 
allows you to create a formal, structured look.

View laying patterns for Europaver on page 87.

PHOTO: Coffee Creek.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS*

BURNT OAKCOFFEE CREEK (Special order) GRANITE BLEND



CHARCOAL TERRA COTTARUSTIC RED NANTUCKETRUSTIC RED NANTUCKET TERRA COTTANANTUCKET CHARCOALCHARCOAL TERRA COTTAGRANITE RED

Hollandstone™
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STANDARD
4” x 8” x 23⁄8”
10cm x 20cm x 6cm

The design flexibility and scope of color options has made 
Hollandstone™ a traditional favorite year after year. Its appeal 
lies in the simple rectangular shape which facilitates basic 

design and ease of installation. Hollandstone should be 
combined with Unilock Select products to add additional 
interest and creativity.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS*

Cobblestone™
Create a pleasing pattern with the simple clean lines of 
Cobblestone™. With its two compatible shapes, Cobblestone 

is ideal for sweeping walkways or straight-edged driveways. 

For a diamond-like pattern, install Cobblestone at a 45 degree 
angle to the edge of your installation.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS*
PHOTO: Terra Cotta.

PHOTO: Terra Cotta.

RUSTIC RED TERRA COTTARUSTIC RED TERRA COTTA RED (Special order)

EDGER 
4½” x 85⁄8” x 23⁄8” 
(11.4cm x 21.8cm x 6cm)

STANDARD   
6” x 85⁄8” x 23⁄8” 
(15cm x 21.8cm x 6cm)

View laying patterns for Hollandstone at: 
www.unilock.com.

View laying patterns for Cobblestone at: 
www.unilock.com.
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NEW YORK BLEND (Special order) SUNSET BEACH (Special order)NEW YORK BLEND (Special order) SUNSET BEACH (Special order)

LARGE SQUARE 
24” x 24” x 2¼”  
(60cm x 60cm x 5.7cm)
SPECIAL ORDER

LARGE RECTANGLE 
12” x 24” x 2¼”  
(30cm x 60cm x 5.7cm)
SPECIAL ORDER

SQUARE 
12” x 12” x 2¼” 
(30cm x 30cm x 5.7cm)
SPECIAL ORDER

Hudson Valley Flagstone™
Reminiscent of ancient quarried flagstone, Hudson Valley 
Flagstone™ gives you that rich flagstone surface texture, with 
a multi-component design. The natural look of this product 

creates a classic, timeless look and feel which can be applied 
to both traditional and contemporary setting.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS*

Fullnose™
Make a smooth transition with Fullnose™. When a hard edge 
or corner is not appropriate in your landscape plan, Fullnose is 
the perfect solution. With their smooth, rounded exposed edges, 

they are ideal for pool coping, the front of steps and as edging 
around areas like driveways and walkways.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS*
PHOTO: Sandstone.

SANDSTONE SALMON / 
CHARCOAL

ALMOND 
GROVE

CHARCOAL

PHOTO: Sunset Beach.

FULLNOSE
6” x 12” x 2¾” 
(15cm x 30cm x 7cm)

CHESTNUT 
BROWN

LIMESTONE

View laying patterns for Hudson Valley 
Flagstone at: www.unilock.com.

ALMOND CHARCOAL SALMON / CHARCOAL CHESTNUT CHARCOAL CHESTNUT LIMESTONECHESTNUT SANDSTONELIMESTONELIMESTONE SANDSTONE SALMON / SALMON / SANDSTONE COFFEE
CREEK

SIERRA



“ When we take care of the earth,

  it will ultimately take care of us.”



Permeable Pavers
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Benefits of permeable paving
• no pooling of water on the surface
• weeds cannot sprout in the joints very easily
• can be used to harvest rainwater for later use
• reduces storm water load
• eliminates thermal pollution of streams and rivers
• filters contaminants from water naturally
• replenishes the water table – important for trees

Illustration of the Unilock Permeable Pavement System. 

Unilock “Eco” products have an 
increased joint spacing that allows 
rapid rainwater infiltration.

Traditional urban construction practices have historically 
diverted rainwater into storm sewers and ultimately into 
streams, rivers and lakes. This diversion of rainwater has 
resulted in overtaxed sewer systems, as well as chemically and 
thermally polluted waters. Today, responsible urban design and 
best management practices include methods to return rainwater 

back into the ground on site. Unilock has been at the forefront 
of this best practice through the introduction and development 
of permeable paver systems. These systems employ the use of 
wider joints between pavers that are filled with small stone 
chips to allow rapid water penetration.

Eco-Priora™ (Il Campo® finish).

IMPROVING THE ENVIRONMENT ONE PROJECT AT A TIME

Bedding layer

Base layer

Soil

Infiltration 
of rain waterAllows

evaporation

Permeable pavement
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Eco-Priora™
Eco-Priora™ is a simple rectilinear shape that is designed with 
special spacer bars located along the sides of each stone unit. 
The resulting 7mm gap is filled with a clear fine stone chip 

that allows the rapid penetration of rainwater into the sub-base 
and subsoil. 

Eco-Priora™ can be manufactured in a variety of custom colors and textures. Minimum quantities may apply. 
Please contact your Unilock representative for more details. 

PHOTO: Coffee Creek.
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Eco-Priora™

AUTUMN SUNSET

LARGE SQUARE
10” x 10” x 31⁄8”
(24cm x 24cm x 8cm)
SPECIAL ORDER

RECTANGLE
5” x 10” x 31⁄8”
(12cm x 24cm x 8cm)

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

SQUARE
5” x 5” x 31⁄8”
(12cm x 12cm x 8cm)
SPECIAL ORDER

AUTUMN SUNSET MIDNIGHT SKY (Special order) SUMMER WHEAT (Special order) WINTER MARVEL

SIERRA COFFEE CREEK

LARGE SQUARE
10” x 10” x 31⁄8”
(24cm x 24cm x 8cm)
SPECIAL ORDER

RECTANGLE
5” x 10” x 31⁄8”
(12cm x 24cm x 8cm)

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Standard Finish

SIERRA

SQUARE
5” x 5” x 31⁄8”
(12cm x 12cm x 8cm)
SPECIAL ORDER

COFFEE CREEK

COFFEE CREEK (Special order) HERITAGE BROWN (Special order)

LARGE SQUARE
10” x 10” x 31⁄8”
(24cm x 24cm x 8cm)
SPECIAL ORDER

RECTANGLE
5” x 10” x 31⁄8”
(12cm x 24cm x 8cm)
SPECIAL ORDER

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

HERITAGE BROWN (Special order)COFFEE CREEK (Special order)

SQUARE
5” x 5” x 31⁄8”
(12cm x 12cm x 8cm)
SPECIAL ORDER

Umbriano® details page 53.Finish

Il Campo® details page 57.Finish
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TURFSTONE™

Turfstone™ is the perfect concrete grid pavement for areas requiring a 
“supported turf”. Its attractive “filigree” design makes it a permanent 
solution for emergency access areas, embankments, spillways, and 
environmentally sensitive parking areas.

COLORS*: Natural
15¾” x 233⁄8” x 31⁄8” (40cm x 59.4cm x 8cm)   

Aquaterra® has gained world-wide acceptance as the paver-of-choice 
for performance and as an environmental solution for drainage. The 
innovative design of Aquaterra creates small voids between the pavers 
providing drainage into the sub-base and ultimately the water table.

COLORS*: Natural (Special order)
Standard: 43 ⁄8” x 9” x 31 ⁄8” (11.5cm x 23cm x 8cm)

AQUATERRA®

Eco-Optiloc™ has gained world-wide acceptance as the paver 
of choice for performance and as an environmental solution for 
drainage. Only the patented “L” shaped design allows you to achieve 
a superior lock-up that can withstand even the heaviest of loads 
residentially and commercially. The innovative design of Eco-Optiloc 
creates small voids between the pavers, providing drainage into the 
sub-base and ultimately the water table.

ECO-OPTILOC™

COLORS*: Natural (Special order) 
10¼” x 10¼” x 31⁄8” (26cm x 26cm x 8cm) 

ECOLOC®

Ecoloc® combines the permeability properties of Uni Eco-Stone® and 
the interlocking attributes of Achorlock®. Ecoloc’s surface pattern gives 
the appearance of a rectilinear design which can be incorporated into 
many different contemporary and classic design situations.

COLORS*: Natural (Special order)
87⁄8” x 87⁄8” x 31⁄8” (22.5cm x 22.5cm x 8cm) 

PERMEABLE PAVERS
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Laying Patterns

Brussels Block Y - 57% XL, 29% 
Standard, 14% Half

Brussels Block AF - 40% XL, 40% 
Standard, 20% Half

Brussels Block Z - 67% XL, 20% 
Standard, 13% Half

BRUSSELS BLOCK®

Patterns may not necessarily reflect bundle configurations. More patterns available at: www.unilock.com.

Antara E - 75% Large Rectangle, 
25% Square

Antara F - 75% Large Rectangle, 
25% Square

ANTARA®

Beacon Hill A - 25% Large 
Rectangle, 37.5% Small Rectangle, 
37.5% Square

Beacon Hill A - 25% Large 
Rectangle, 37.5% Small Rectangle, 
37.5% Square

BEACON HILL FLAGSTONE™

Camelot B - 100% Large Rectangle Camelot E - 60% Large Rectangle, 
40% Square

Camelot F - 75% Large Rectangle, 
25% Square

CAMELOT™

Cassova B - 100% Standard

CASSOVA® 

Mirada B - 19% Large Rectangle, 
32% Long Rectangle, 21%  
Medium Rectangle, 22% Square, 
6% Small Rectangle

Mirada C - 19% Large Rectangle, 
32% Long Rectangle, 21%  
Medium Rectangle, 22% Square, 
6% Small Rectangle

MIRADA® 

Europaver B - 50% 12” x 12”, 
50% 6” x 12”

Europaver I - 57% 12” x 12”, 
29% 6” x 12”, 14% 6” x 6”

EUROPAVER®

Brussels Block P - 67% Standard,
33% Half



Stretch the boundaries and 

perceptions of ordinary space 

and create the extraordinary.



PHOTO: Brussels Dimensional System™ (Coffee Creek) with Il Campo® accents.
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Vertical dimensions

Whether you’re building a large wall to level off your property, a small seat wall around your patio, or a complete outdoor kitchen, 
Unilock has the perfect wall systems that are designed to match or contrast the pavers in your patio or walkway and allow you to 
design and build your outdoor living space. Unilock Select pavers can also be incorporated into your hardscape elements to fully 
complement your patio and home’s exterior.

CREATE YOUR ULTIMATE OUTDOOR LIVING SPACE

BENEFITS OF UNILOCK PRODUCTS
Unaffected by frost • Resistant to de-icing salt • Slip resistant • Strength unaffected by gasoline and oil • Colorfast pigments



PHOTO: 
Wall: Brussels Dimensional System™ (Sierra) 
with Granite Stone™ (Black) accents.
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COFFEE CREEK LIMESTONECHESTNUT BROWN

COLORS*

PHOTO: Sandstone.

Brussels 
Dimensional System™
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STANDARD/CORNER
4” x 8” x 12” 
(10cm x 20cm x 30cm) 

TAPERED COPING
12” (9”) x 3” x 12” 
(30.5cm [22.9cm] x 7.6cm x 30.5cm) 

9” UNIT
9” x 4” x 8” 
(22.9cm x 10cm x 20cm)

12” UNIT
12” x 4” x 8” 
(30.5cm x 10cm x 20cm)

15” UNIT
15” x 4” x 8” 
(38.1cm x 10cm x 20cm)

ALTERNATE COPING
LEDGESTONE™

12” x 24” x 3”
(30.5cm x 61cm x 7.6cm)
See page 97 for color options.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

When it comes to building straight walls, seat walls, pillars, 
curved walls and outdoor landscape design elements, you 
won’t find a more versatile wall than Brussels Dimensional 
System™. By incorporating Unilock select paver units such 

as Granite Stone™, Copthorne® or Series 3000® into the face 
of your wall, you can easily complement your patio design 
accents or the trim on your home. Use Unilock Ledgestone™ 
(page 97) coping to complete this great wall system.

RANDOM BUNDLE

SANDSTONE

TERRA COTTA ALMOND GROVESIERRA



Estate Wall®
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CORNER UNIT 
4” x 12” x 9” 
(10cm x 30cm x 23cm)

COPING UNIT 
3” x 12” x 11” x 12” 
(7.5cm x 30cm x
23.5cm x 30cm)

SMALL WEDGE 
4” x 8” x 6” x 9” 
(10cm x 20cm x  
15cm x 23cm)

MEDIUM WEDGE 
4” x 12” x 10” x 9” 
(10cm x 30cm x  
25cm x 23cm)

LARGE WEDGE 
4” x 16” x 13¾” x 9” 
(10cm x 15cm x  
35cm x 23cm) 

The unique antique-textured finish of Estate Wall® recreates 
the appearance of aged, natural rock. Create virtually any seat 
wall, planter, step or pillar design with these multiple length 
units. Estate Wall is ideal for constructing outdoor grill islands  

and fireplaces as well. To refine the look of Estate Wall even 
further, we recommend using Unilock’s new Ledgestone™ 

coping (page 97) for this wall system.

BEECHWOOD GRANITE SIERRA

PHOTO: Granite.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS*

COPING BUNDLE

COPING UNIT 
3” x 12” x 9” x 12” 
(7.5cm x 30cm x
23.5cm x 30cm)

RANDOM BUNDLE
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Roman Wall®

STANDARD
8” x 6” x 12”
(20cm x 15cm x 30cm) 

TAPERED
8” x 6” x 12”
(20cm x 15cm x 30cm) 

CORNER
12” x 6” x 8”
(30cm x 15cm x 20cm) 

PHOTOS: Nevada (left), Granite (right).

GRANITE NEVADA SIERRA TERRA COTTA

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS*

Split and weathered-looking, Roman Wall® boasts a distressed 
appearance that gives the impression that it has been around  
for decades. Admired as much for its versatility as its look, 
Roman Wall can be used to form straight or curved walls, as 

well as planters and steps. We recommend Unilock’s new 
Ledgestone™ coping (page 97) to add some additional appeal to 
this great wall system.

1/2 UNIT
4” x 6” x 12”
(10cm x 15cm x 30cm) 

1 1/2 UNIT
12” x 6” x 10”
(30cm x 15cm x 25cm) 

ROMAN COPING
12” x 3” x 12” 
(30cm x 7.5cm x 30cm)

ROMAN CAP
9¾” x 31 ⁄8” x 13” 
(28cm x 8cm x 32cm)
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Concord Wall®

WEDGE CAP UNIT 
12” x 9¾” (85⁄8”) x 13” 
(8.6cm x 21.6cm x 33cm)

CORNER 
12” x 6” x 8” 
(30cm x 15cm x 20cm)

TAPERED 
8” x 6” x 12” 
(20cm x 15cm x 30cm)

STANDARD 
8” x 6” x 12” 
(20cm x 15cm x 30cm) 

The built-in setback design of Concord Wall® automatically 
forms the correct slope, ensuring a highly stable retaining wall. 
Utilizing the product’s tapered components, you can form curved 

walls and steps. We recommend Unilock’s new Ledgestone™ 
coping (page 97) to add some additional appeal to this great 
wall system.

PHOTO: Nevada. 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS*

COPING / STEP TREAD
24” x 3” x 12” 
(60cm x 7.5cm x 30cm)

GRANITE NEVADA SIERRA TERRA COTTANEVADA SIERRAGRANITE NEVADANEVADA SIERRA TERRA COTTASIERRA



CLOSED END UNIT
12” x 24” x 3”
(30.5cm x 61cm x 7.5cm)
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BUFF GREY BLUE

Ledgestone™

PILLAR CAP
24” x 24” x 4”
61cm x 61cm x 10cm) 

COPING UNIT
12” x  24” x 3”
(30.5cm x 61cm x 7.5cm)

FULLNOSE STEP UNIT
12” x 24” x 1¾”
(30.5cm x 61cm x 4.5cm)

PHOTOS: Buff.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS*

GREY BLUEBUFF GREYGREY BLUEBLUE

Ledgestone™ is Unilock’s universal coping system that is turning 
heads with its remarkably natural, yet refined appearance. 
Featuring pitched edges and three color options to work with, 
Ledgestone can be used to cap almost any Unilock landscape 

wall feature. Ledgestone units are longer in size than typical 
wall system caps, which allows for a more accurate and pleasing 
end-result. Whether you are building pillars, seat walls, steps or 
grill islands, Ledgestone is the preferred coping.



SienaStone®

PHOTO: Natural.

**Available only in 48” closed-end coping

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS*
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Bold and dramatic, SienaStone® strikes an impressive
profile when used for a wall or as treads in large outdoor  

staircases. An attractive solution for most heavy-duty load-
bearing applications.

NATURAL BROWN** GRANITE** NEVADA**BROWN** GRANITE**NATURAL BROWN**BROWN** GRANITE** NEVADA**GRANITE**

STANDARD 925
39” x 7¼” x 36½”
(100cm x 18.5cm x 92.5cm)
SPECIAL ORDER

STANDARD 500
39” x 7¼” x 20”
(100cm x 18.5cm x 50cm)

STANDARD 333 
39” x 7¼” x 13½”
(100cm x 18.5cm x 33cm)

CORNER 45º (left & right) 
431⁄3” x 7¼” x 20”
(110cm x 18.5cm x 50cm)
SPECIAL ORDER

COPING 
39” x 7¼” x 20”
(100cm x 18.5cm x 50cm)

CLOSED END COPING 
48” x 7¼” x 20”
(120cm x 18.5cm x 50cm)

CORNER 90º (left & right) 
431⁄3” x 7¼” x 20”
(110cm x 18.5cm x 50cm)
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RomanStack®

GRANITE SIERRANEVADA 

Whether your design calls for straight or winding walls, steps, 
planters, tree rings or fire pits, the tapered design of tumbled 
RomanStack® makes almost anything possible. Its relaxed 
tumbled appearance will match almost any design style. The 

tongue and groove locking mechanism will ensure a solid end 
result, and helps facilitate a rapid installation. This is a great 
product for do-it-yourself or contractor projects.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS*

PHOTO: Granite.

NEVADA SIERRAGRANITE 

COPING
4” x 8” x 8”  
(10cm x 20cm x 20cm)





The Niagara**

The Rosedale**
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Unilock 
Fireplaces

Outdoor fireplaces, kitchens and water features are among 
the most sought-after landscape features today. Unilock 
fireplaces are prebuilt outdoor living features designed to 
add functional beauty to your outdoor retreat. Constructed 
in a controlled environment using our high-density concrete 
wall and paver products, you can be assured that each unit 
is built with precision to exacting tolerances. Now your 
contractor can construct your whole outdoor living retreat 
in days instead of weeks! 

FEATURES: 

• Attractive and functional

• Built to exacting standards

• Installs in less time

• Coordinates beautifully with new or existing Unilock 
 paving stones

• Built with UL-approved fireboxes and grills
 (gas units available)

• Extends your outdoor living season

• Lifetime Guarantee* on the concrete structure 
 (20-year Guarantee on the stainless steel firebox)

PREBUILT FIREPLACES
FOR YOUR OUTDOOR RETREAT

PHOTO: Niagara Fireplace with Wood Boxes and Hearth.

**Units may not be exactly as shown.  

All Unilock fireplaces are prebuilt in the factory and can 
be installed in any location accessible by forklift.
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Visiting www.unilock.com is the first step you 
should take before beginning any project.

     Start  with Unilock.com

Thinking about a new landscaping project?

DESIGN IDEAS
Find hundreds of great design ideas for any landscaping project. 
Driveways, walkways, patios, entrances and a whole lot more.

TIPS
Wondering how to start your project? Or maybe you have a 
design idea, and don’t know how to execute it. You’ll find  
it here!

INSTALLATION
Whether you’re doing it yourself, or hiring a contractor for your 
project, make sure that you’re informed.



www.unilock.com

Start  dreaming, designing, building, enjoying and living!



Designed to be a step ahead ®
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Unilock® is the exclusive manufacturer of Elegance® in North America. 

Umbriano® is a trademark of Metten Stein + Design GmbH & Co KG used under license by Unilock.

Hengestone Holdings, Inc. is the owner or authorized user of all trademarks used in this publication unless
otherwise specified. 
 
Measurements throughout this portfolio are nominal.

*Colors shown in this catalog should be used only as a guide. Colors should always be chosen from actual  
  samples. Contact your local Unilock® representative for color availability in your area.

Not all products shown are available at all Unilock locations. Log on to www.unilock.com for availability. 
©2011 Hengestone Holdings, Inc.




